
 

  

 
 

Creating Variable Rate Seeding Recommendations 
(Advanced) 

This workflow document is intended to present an overview of the process to create variable rate seeding 
recommendations which encompasses several extensions. Each extension used in this process contains 
a Help button or icon (question mark) that provides comprehensive details and/or scenarios.  

The prerequisite for creating a seed rate recommendation is that your database contains Seed products 
(added through the Seed Editor on the Setup Menu). To create a planned variable rate seeding 
recommendation operation that you can take to the field for planting, use several key extensions in 
AgStudio: 

 Calculator Editor 

 Advanced Variety Placer 

 Advanced Seed Rate Recommendations 

 VRS Export 

 

Importing/Adding Calculators 

Seed rate recommendations are calculated from a variety of data inputs, such as soil test results, soil 
types, irrigation status, and historical yield. The first step in generating these recommendations is to 
create calculators that describe how to use the data inputs to create the recommendations. You then 
want to import this calculator into AgStudio. The steps to do this are: 

1. Setup | Calculators (indicates menu item) 

2. On the Calculator Editor dialog, you can either click Add to display the Add Calculator dialog in 
which you create a single-variable reclassification calculator, or click Import to display the Import 
Calculator dialog on which you can import a previously created Excel calculator. 
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You will find detailed documentation, examples, and templates for building a variety of calculators within 
the Calculator Editor extension. 

Placing Varieties 

The Advanced Variety Placer extension increases efficiency because you can simultaneously place the 
products and create the crop zone, if none exists. The visual map indicators assist by identifying where 
products are placed. 

1. Seeding | Advanced Variety Placer 

2. To select products, click  to display the Select a Variety dialog in which you select the 
Manufacturer, Variety, and enter the seeding Rate. 

3. Optionally, to assign a crop to a field, click  to enable the map selection tool (changes the 
mouse to a crosshair) to select the field to which you want to create a crop zone. By clicking 
several fields, you are creating crop zones in batch mode. 

4. To assign a product to a field operation, click  to enable the map selection tool (changes the 
mouse to a crosshair) to:  

a. Add the specific product to an existing crop zone, OR 

b. Simultaneously create a crop zone and place the product  

5. Optionally, to edit the product, use the Selected Fields tab to edit the Trial, Seed Rate, and Acres. 
The Units value, which you defined through the Seed Editor, updates based on the seed rate and 
number of acres. 
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Generating Seed Rate Recommendations 

To generate seed rate recommendations, you build scripts that contain details about the 
crops/commodities to be grown, the data inputs that are available, the calculators to be used, and options 
for the appearance of the final result. You then run the newly-created script or any previously-saved 
script through the AgStudio desktop application or through AgStudio Select. 

Building Seed Rate Recommendations Scripts 

The steps to build these scripts are:  

1. From the Resources tree, select a field or crop zone for which you want to generate a 
recommendation. 

2. Seeding | Advanced Seed Rate Recommendations 

3. Click  while selected on <<New Script>> to create a new script configuration. 

 

Crop Zones Tab Set up the crop and commodity requirements 

Layers Select layers (such as soil type or irrigation zone layers) 

Calculators Select calculator(s) and identify the variables Source. 

Surfacing Tab Select surfacing option and set parameters 

General Tab Optional; enter description of the script 

Running Seed Rate Recommendations Scripts 

Running a script enables you to:  

 Choose the specific domain to which you want to run the script. 

 Determine the method for handling missing varieties 

 Select the method to apply the script to crop zones with existing VRS recommendations 
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Exporting VRS Recommendations 

Use the VRS Export to convert seeding recommendations into device-specific formats for various 
controllers. Each controller may have its own set of proprietary information that you can enter during the 
export process. 

1. Select the level in the tree for which you want to export (i.e. Grower, Farm, Field, Crop Zone, or 
Layer level)  

2. Seeding | VRS Export  

3. Optionally, print recommendation maps and a recommendation summary for each selected layer 

 

4. Click the Export Recommendation icon to display the Export Manager. 

Note: To efficiently work with the Export Manager dialog, see Appendix A for notes about the 
various options. 
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5. From the Export Manager: 

a. Click Add in the Device Format frame and select the device from the drop down list 

b. If the selected device enables parameters, choose the options you want 

c. In the Send To frame, click Add to select a Send to option from the drop down list. There 
are four primary send to (destination) options including: 

• Email - When you choose email, an email template is enabled. Complete the 
fields within the email template. Exported files are emailed in zip file format to the 
designated email address. 

• File - When you choose file, the File field is enabled. Click the ellipse to display 
the Save As dialog to select the save location where the files are to be exported. 
Exported files are zipped and saved at the selected location. 

• Folder - When you choose folder, the Output Folder field is enabled. Click the 
ellipse to display the Browse For Folder dialog to select the output folder. This is 
the location where the files are to be exported. They can be sent directly to a 
data card or to a folder on the computer for later transfer to a device data card. 

• Third-party systems - If you are licensed with a third-party data transfer 
application, choose the appropriate third-party option and destination. Then, click 
Export and the data is exported to the selected destination via the third-party 
vendor transfer mechanism. 

Note: Depending on your configuration, third-party systems may be disabled or may contain 
specific options. 
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d. In the Settings frame, mark the check box(es) if you want to export single rate maps, zero 
rate maps, or include all resources in the export 

e. In the Include Reports frame, mark the check box(es) for the report(s) you want to export 

f. Click Save or Save As to display the Save VRA Export script dialog on which you name 
the script and select the domain to which you want this script to be available.  

i. If you make modifications to a saved script and want to overwrite the previous 
version, click Save. If you want to save the script under a different name or 
associate it to a different domain, click Save As. 

6. Click Export. 

When the export is complete, you return to the initial extension dialog. If any Errors or Warnings occur 
during the export process, a Diagnostics dialog is displayed. 

• If Errors are present, you must address them before the validity of the card can be certain.  

• If Warnings exist, review them to determine if any further action is required.  
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Appendix A 

Notes on Device Format 

Each brand of monitor (device format) has its own unique requirements regarding folder/file structure. 
While AgStudio builds the correct structure, if that structure is not placed on the card/drive at the 
expected folder level (generally the root), the monitor/display fails to find the necessary files. 

In addition, monitors that support shapefiles for conversion do not have consistent requirements 
regarding where the shapefiles are to be located on the memory device. 

Therefore, you need to consult the user guide for the monitor/display that you use. Most user guides can 
be downloaded from the manufacturer’s web site. 

Notes on Filename Templates 

If the chosen device requires a Filename Template, select a template from the drop down or type in a 
new template of how the file(s) should appear on the export.  

A template with a “\” indicates a new folder will be created each time the backslash appears in the 
template. For example, a filename template of %FarmName%\%FieldName%\%ProductName% would 
create a Cooper Farm folder with a Cooper 1 field folder with a Potash prescriptions file.  

A template with “_” indicates the filename will be separated with an underscore for easier ready. For 
example, a filename template of %FarmName%_%FieldName%_%ProductName% would create a 
filename like CooperFarm_Cooper1_Potash.extension.  

Note: The following devices cannot handle subfolders: 

AgLeader TGT Publisher, AgView Prescriptions, AIM Prescriptions. Deere GS1, GS2, and GS3 Publisher, 
ISO, Mid-Tech Publisher, Trimble AgGPS 170 Prescriptions, Trimble FMD Prescriptions, Voyager 2 
Publisher  

Notes on Properties 

The Property and Value grid updates according to the device and indicates properties that need to be 
identified before exporting. 

Notes on Rasterization 

When making decisions about rasterization, there are a couple things to consider: 

• The two input types are:  

o Raster Layers  

o Polygon Layers  

• The two output options are:  

o Rasters Optional  

o Device Required Rasters  

Raster Layer Scenarios 

With a raster layer and a device that supports user-defined raster sizes: 
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• Mark the Use Rx raster size check box to export the existing raster size, or  

• Clear the Use Rx raster size check box to use the Default Size, effectively re-rasterizing the 
raster layer into a new size.  

Note: The Raster polygon Rxs check box does not apply to a raster layer. 

Polygon Layer Scenarios 

With a polygon layer and a device that does not require rasterization, ensure that the Raster polygon Rxs 
check is not marked and the prescription is exported using the original polygon. 

With a polygon layer and a device that requires rasterization, you can mark the Raster polygon Rxs check 
box to force rasterization using the Default Size you enter. 

 

 

 


